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Towards experimental confirmations of the type-I seesaw mechanism, we explore a prospect of
discovering the heavy Majorana right-handed neutrinos (RHNs) from a resonant production of a
new massive gauge boson (Z 0 ) and its subsequent decay into a pair of RHNs (Z 0 → NN) at the
High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC). Recent simulation studies have shown that
the discovery of the RHNs through this process is promising in the future. However, the current
LHC data very severely constrains the production cross section of the Z 0 boson into a dilepton
final states, (pp → Z 0 → `+ `− , ` = e/µ). Extrapolating the current bound to the future, we
find that a significant enhancement of the branching ratio BR(Z 0 → NN) over BR(Z 0 → `+ `− ) is
necessary for the future discovery of RHNs. As a well-motivated simple extension of the standard model (SM) to incorporate the Z 0 boson and the type-I seesaw mechanism, we consider the
minimal U(1)X model. We point out that this model can yield a significant enhancement up to
BR(Z 0 → NN)/BR(Z 0 → `+ `− ) ' 5 (per generation).With such an enhancement and a realistic
model-parameter choice to reproduce the neutrino oscillation data, we conclude that the possibility of discovering RHNs with, for example, a 3000 fb−1 luminosity implies that the Z 0 boson will
be discovered with a luminosity of 853 fb−1 (626 fb−1 ) for the normal (inverted) hierarchy of the
light neutrino mass pattern.
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where `α and να (α = e, µ, τ) are the three generations of the charged leptons and neutrinos, PL = (1 − γ5 )/2, and θW is the weak mixing angle. Through the above interactions, a heavy neutrino mass eigenstate Nmi (i = 1, 2, 3) decays
M0
into `α W , να Z, and να h, [1, 2]. With the neutrino oscillation data, MN = 4Z , MZ0 = 3 TeV, we
find the maximum value of Σ3i=1 BR(NN → µ ± µ ±W ∓W ∓ ) will be 0.210(0.154)qfor the normal
(inverted) hierarchy taking lightest neutrino mass eigenvalue as mlightest = 0.1 × ∆m212 and real
parameter choice of O. We have shown that this model can yield the significant enhancement of
BR(Z 0 →NN)
0
0
BR(Z 0 →`+ `− ) ' 3.25 (per generation) for xH = −1.2, with mZ = 3 TeV and mN = mZ /4 therefore
σ (pp → Z 0 → NN → µ ± µ ±W ∓W ∓ ) ' 0.02 fb for the 5-σ discovery of the RHN with a 3000 fb−1
luminosity [3] when Z 0 can be discovered at 853 (626) fb−1 luminosity for the normal (inverted)
hierarchical light neutrino mass pattern.
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Since the RHNs are singlet under the SM gauge group, they can be produced only through
their mixings with the SM neutrinos. Particle content under the gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y × U(1)X : qiL = {3, 2, 1/6, (1/6)xH + (1/3)xφ }; uiR = {3, 1, 2/3, (2/3)xH + (1/3)xφ };
dRi = {3, 1, −1/3, −(1/3)xH +(1/3)xφ }; `iL = {1, 2, −1/2, (−1/2)xH −xφ }; eiR = {1, 1, −1, −xH −
xφ }; H = {1, 2, −1/2, (−1/2)xH }; NRj = {1, 1, 0, −xφ }; Φ = {1, 1, 0, +2xφ }. Particle content of the
minimal U(1)X model, where i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the generation indices. Without loss of generality, we
fix xΦ = 1. Yukawa Interaction : LY ⊃ − ∑3i, j=1 YDi j `iL HNRj − 12 ∑3i=k YNk ΦNRk c NRk + h.c., where the
first and second terms are the Dirac and Majorana Yukawa couplings. Here we use a diagonal basis
for the Majorana Yukawa coupling without loss of generality. After the U(1)X and the EW symmetry breaking, U(1)X gauge boson mass, the Majorana masses for the RHNs, and neutrino Dirac
masses are generated [4, 5]. Assuming the hierarchy of |miDj /MN |  1, we have the seesaw formula
for the light Majorana neutrinos as mν ' − M1N mD mTD , where MN = mN 1 = mN 2 = mN 3 . We express
the light neutrino flavor eigenstate (ν) in terms of the mass eigenstates of the light (νm ) and heavy
(Nm ) Majorana neutrinos such as ν ' UMNS νm + R Nm , where R = mD /MN , and UMNS is the neuT
trino mixing matrix by which mν is diagonalized as UMNS
mν UMNS = Dν = diag(m1 , m2 , m3 ). The
heavy neutrino mass eigenstates have the SM gauge bosons as: Lint ⊃ − √g2 Wµ+ `α γ µ PL Rα j Nmj −

